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“Leadership is
not a title. It is a
way of being”
The {embrace} leadership philosophy is a
proprietary system that has evolved from
leadership experience of successful
corporates and coaches, as well as
scientifically proven principles of human
behaviour, positive psychology,
neuroscience and emotional intelligence.

Practicing the principles of {embrace}
philosophy will:
• raise women’s and men’s confidence
• build positive collaboration and
inclusiveness across all personal and
professional relationships

With programmes designed for both men
and women, across all ages, the
{embrace} leadership philosophy helps
develop leaders who achieve success
every day.

• generate full engagement, motivation,
happiness, balanced and well being

The philosophy supports the unmet needs
of education and leadership
development programmes today shifting unconscious barriers to conscious
actions supporting growth of self and
others.

• support personal growth of individuals
for resilience, authenticity and self
actualisation

The {embrace} leadership programme is
not a list of tips, personal stories or case
studies, but learnings to better
understand principles of human
behaviour -- uncovering the subconscious
biases applied over self and others.

• generate greater productivity,
creativity, and innovation

Individuals benefit from discovering their
way of being.
Organisations benefit from creating
positive culture change for greater results.

Championing personal
development of leaders
beyond competency
Studies have proven Emotional
Intelligence (EI) is a more important
predictor of success than academic
intelligence. The most successful leaders
are not necessarily those with high IQs
but rather those with highly developed
interpersonal skills, social skills, and
emotional intelligence (EI).
EI is emerging as a critical success factor
for high performing leaders and
organisations; resulting in higher
profitability and personal success.
•
Over 80% of competencies that
differentiate top performers are in
the domain of EI.
•
Social and emotional abilities were

•

4x more important than IQ in
determining professional success
and prestige.
75% of careers are derailed for
reasons related to EI

EI is the the capacity to blend thinking
and feeling to make optimal decisions
by better managing our emotions for
greater happiness, success in life and
to lead success of others.
The {embrace} leadership philosophy
arms individuals with insight into the
subconscious of self, others and life.
Creating leaders and enhancing
organisational culture with enhanced
happiness, harmony and success, the
{embrace} leadership philosophy
results in greater business success
including retention, productivity,
innovation, engagement, well being,
collaboration, diversity & inclusion.

Championing leaders for
diversity & inclusion
We all know diversity & inclusion are
important for progress and success; of
individuals and organisations.

Research supports, what many
women have experienced as the
main challenges in organisations:

Recent McKinsey research has found
a more diverse work force generates
stronger financial growth and greater
market capitalisation – making it
smart business too.

1.

lack of confidence resulting in
less aggressive self promotion
and feeling of inauthenticity

2.

dissatisfaction in daily
interactions; lack of
collaboration, belonging, trust
and engagement

3.

lack of work-life-balance – is it
really just a question of time?

Research finds companies with a
higher proportion of women in
executive roles achieve stronger
financial results, growth, innovation,
and a more satisfied and loyal
employee and customer base.
However, despite policies, flexi time
solutions and quotas -- encouraging
greater female participation and
promotion -- and despite women
having the ambition and
competence to lead, talented
women are still ‘stepping out’ from
the leadership pipeline.
More is needed to encourage
greater female participation,
confidence and resilience across all
stages of the succession pipeline.

Initiatives are now needed to
target the intrinsic and
subconscious mindset and
behaviour of individuals.
The {embrace} leadership
philosophy arms the individual with
insight into the subconscious of self
and others to create a personal
and professional community with
greater happiness, confidence
and success every day.

practicing the
{embrace}
philosophy
leads to
greater
happiness,
confidence
and success
every day
{e}motion

{a}ptitude

The power to manage emotions of
self and others for positive impact.

Continually learning and improving
from failure and feedback - we are
a constant work-in-progress.

{m}eaning
Living and supporting others to live a
life with purpose and full
engagement.

{c}ommunity
Collaborating to create positive
daily support; overcoming biases

{b}elief

{e}nergy

Confidence in who we are; belief in
self starts within and then resonates.

Recharging our brain for leadership
effectiveness - physical, mental and
spiritual

{r}isk taking
Stepping up, and standing up, to
our fears to seize opportunities.

behaviour change is monitored
using a proprietary {embrace}
evaluation system.
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productivity &
effectiveness
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{embrace} success series
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{embrace}
personal presence

{embrace} professional coaching

{embrace} suite of executive products
Minimum 12 people per workshop.

{embrace} leadership
(two days)

{embrace} thy self
(half day)

A question of leadership: “Why would anyone
want follow you?” Designed for both men and
women, participants will learn the principles of
the {embrace} leadership philosophy – arming
them with greater understanding, knowledge
and tools to become the leader you would
follow.

Designed for women only, this {embrace}
workshop focuses on the no.1 barrier holding
females back – confidence. By practicing the
pillars of the {embrace} philosophy, women will
work towards greater self belief in their
professional and personal lives.

{embrace}
personal presence
(one day)

{embrace} XY
(one day)

Focusing on the way we show up every day,
this {embrace} workshop tackles the intrinsic
and extrinsic factors and behaviours which
impact’s a women’s personal brand.

A workshop for men only, {embrace} XY,
focuses on the ‘soft skill’s of leadership and
influence. Using the {embrace} philosophy,
participants will also gain insights into
unconscious bias and the intrinsic differences
between men and women.
.

{embrace} suite of executive products
Minimum 12 people per workshop.

{embrace}
collaboration
(one day)

Positive work relations are essential to the
continued harmony and growth to keep
organisations thriving. Designed for men and
women, participants will gain greater
knowledge in understanding themselves and
others,
driving
behaviour
change
to
champion team work; free of unconscious
biases.

{embrace}

At {embrace} we don’t believe in work-life
balance. It’s just life! Arm yourself with the
knowledge and tools to live your professional
and personal life to the fullest. For men and
women who desire to be balanced and have
it all.

balance &
engagement
(one day)

Using the {embrace} philosophy, we
investigate our relationship with time, tasks
productivity & effectiveness
and motivation, to identify and address areas
(one day)
in our life that are holding us back from being
our most effective selves. Designed for both
men and women.
{embrace}

{embrace} success series
6x 2 hour workshops over six months
Workshops designed for 15-20 people
{embrace} success is all about
leading a happier, confident,
successful life. A six part series*,
we will work through the
principles of {embrace}
leadership philosophy using the
principles of positive psychology,
neuroscience and coaching
tools.
Key themes include:
•

Confidence and self belief

•

Generate full engagement
for balanced life.

•

Support personal growth of
individuals to develop self
actualisation, authenticity,
happiness and success in all
aspects of life.

•

Building positive
collaboration and
inclusiveness across
professional and personal
relationships

* Topics can be adapted	
  

Session 1
Leadership and tackling barriers
to success
Session 2
Emotional Intelligence – reframing our emotions for positive
impact
Session 3
Self- belief and confidence – if
you don’t believe in yourself
who will?
Session 4
Communicating, executive
presence and putting your
boldest self forward
Session 5
Unconscious bias, collaboration
and positive relations
Session 6
Living a balanced and
harmonious life

{embrace} executive coaching
{embrace}
executive coaching
(9 sessions)

Professional coaching broadens thinking to
provide fresh perspectives on personal and
professional challenges, interpersonal
effectiveness and confidence to aid decisionmaking, balance, engagement, productivity
and influence.
{embrace} executive coaching is centred on
the {embrace} leadership philosophy which
leverages scientifically proven principles of
coaching, neuroscience, positive psychology
and emotional intelligence - arming the
coachee with the tools, techniques and
mindfulness to further develop their leadership
for success every day at work, home and
play.
During the {embrace} coaching programme,
we work on clarifying and actioning the
desired goals of the coachee to unlock their
full potential.
The programme is 9 x 75-90min sessions,
spread fortnightly to monthly, to allow
opportunity to discover, reflect, learn, apply
and change behavior.
The goal is to empower the coachee to grow
and develop for greater impact, satisfaction
and success in both personal and professional
life.

Testimonials
“I absolutely think this workshop
served it’s purpose and the delivery
of each message has been
engraved in us all. The first time I
teared up. Even in tears, I felt
renewed, and embraced my inner
self. It’s also about self
acceptance”
Female participant of {embrace} thy self

“I think male managers can really
benefit if they can learn how to
utilize the strength of female staff
and colleagues”
Male participant, {embrace} leadership

“There’s more depth in this
workshop than many other
leadership workshops I’ve
attended…keep doing this!”
Female participant, {embrace}
leadership

“Recommended especially for
men as they make up a larger
proportion of leaders to build
their awareness and
sponsorship of high potential
women”
Female participant, {embrace}
leadership

“After the workshop I have a
refreshed leadership mindset
and better understanding of
‘self’”
Male participant, {embrace}
leadership
{embrace} communication &
confidence workshop for His
Majesty’s civil servants in Bhutan
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About
{embrace}
worldwide
Established by Karen See and Sharn
Bedi, {embrace} worldwide
encapsulates their own personal and
professional leadership journeys,
along with studied principles backed
by neuroscience, human behaviour
and positive psychology.
Having worked at an advertising
agency together -- ambitious career
women they formed a personal
alliance and bond -- coaching,
mentoring and sponsoring each
other in what can truly be called a
(mad) man’s world.
With more than 45 years of work
experience between them, Karen
and Sharn draw on personal
experience as women, and
professional success (and failures)
working at a Global capacity, to
build a community that empowers
and enables people to create and
celebrate their happiness,
confidence and success every day.

About
Karen See
An Australian of Chinese descent,
Karen has lived in Sydney, London,
New York and is currently based in
Hong Kong. With regional roles in
both Europe and Asia – she can truly
claim to be a global executive
having overseen nearly 50 countries.
Karen has a great understanding of
people, how to motivate them and
how to inspire them to be their very
best.
With nearly 25 years experience in
marketing communications
specialising in public relations,
advertising and media strategy,
Karen has worked with multinational
companies across industries including
consumer electronics, IT, banking and
finance.

As a marketing and
communications professional Karen
has a proven track record in
building companies to generate
brand value and growth.

As a professional coach, she has
honed her corporate branding skills
to help clients build their personal
brand story to succeed in life and
business.
As a women in leadership, Karen
understands the trials and
tribulations of juggling life and work.
A big believer in mentoring and
coaching, Karen is committed to
arming – all that will let her – with
the tools to be better versions of
themselves.

About
Sharn Bedi
As a management & marketing
professional, and MBA graduate,
Sharn has succeeded within a broad
range of professional roles, across
global markets, and diverse industries
including automotive, healthcare,
agency, publishing and digital
portals.
Born in India, raised in Australia, and
currently based in Singapore, Sharn is
a strategic and practical player able
to gain support across various cultures
and organisation structures.
Sharn combines her passion to
develop people, her intrigue in
health, neuroscience and positive
psychology into her leadership style,
coaching, and consulting.

As a woman in leadership, Sharn
has been admired for her tenacity
and commitment to people,
organisation and personal success.
Described as a 'career-omnivore',
she successfully juggles many roles.
A career spanning 22 years, Sharn’s
motto evolved; from being ‘the
best of my best’, to ‘helping others
become their best’.

For further information contact:
sharn.bedi@embraceworldwide.asia
karen.see@embraceworldwide.asia
www.embraceworldwide.asia

